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1. Introduction
Transfers from the US federal government to individuals in dierent states
are large, countercyclical, and vary geographically. In contrast with a traditional view of government expenditure, federal transfers are larger than government consumption, they account for the majority of the increase in expenditure around the 2009 nancial crisis, and transfers were the bulk of earlier
short-term scal stimulus in 2001 and 2008.
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A number of papers have found

that a $1 decrease in per capita income in a US state/region over time is associated with around a $0.200.40 net transfer from the federal government to
the residents of that state/region through the tax-transfer system (Feyrer and
Sacerdote 2013, Sala-i-Martin and Sachs 1991, Bayoumi and Masson 1995).
Despite the size and countercyclicality of these federal transfers, to my knowledge there are no estimates as to whether changes in transfers to individuals
have a large or small eect on growth in the short run in dierent states (the
cross-region transfer multiplier).
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My main contribution is to ll this gap us-

ing several natural experiments in which permanent Social Security benet
increases and temporary stimulus payments allocate transfers across states in
a way that is plausibly unrelated to regional business cycles (Section 2).
The cross-sectional eect of transfers on growth is conceptually dierent
from the marginal propensity to consume (MPC) transfers (see Parker et al.
2013, Johnson et al. 2006, and Hausman 2016, among others) or cross-sectional
multipliers for other types of spending (Nakamura and Steinsson 2014; henceforth NS, Clemens and Miron 2012, and Chodorow-Reich et al. 2012, among
others) and varies drastically across models. My second contribution is to document these dierences using analytical expressions for transfer and purchase
multipliers (Section 3) and to use the empirical transfer multiplier estimates
to distinguish between models (Section 4).

In contrast, most of the recent

theoretical literature has focused on determinants of the MPC (Kaplan and

1See Appendix 2 for background on the size of gross transfers, and countercyclical net
transfers to dierent regions.

Oh and Reis (2012) argue that 75% of the increase in US

government spending over 2007-09 was due to transfers, with similar proportions in other
countries.

2Hausman (2016) nds a high MPC out of the 1936 veterans' bonus (spent mostly on
durables). In his Online Appendix F, he also correlates veterans per capita with the change
in income or employment across states, but the estimates are imprecise and not conclusive.
1

Violante 2014) or the (large) dierences between cross-region and aggregate
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purchase multipliers (Farhi and Werning (2016) and NS).
The cross-region transfer multiplier diers from the MPC due to local general equilibrium (GE) eects. As transfers can be spent on goods produced in
other regions, the transfer multiplier can be large or small depending on home
bias in consumption (openness)even if the transfers are spent.

Local GE

eects can be positive if prices/wages are sticky, but also make cross-region
transfer multipliers negative in neoclassical models (due to wealth eects on labor supply). In contrast, regional purchase multipliers are always positive (and
much larger) in a wide variety of models, due to an unequivocal boost to local
demand and a lack of local wealth eects. Consequently, the transfer multiplier
is more sensitive to shock persistence (which I exploit empirically), the share
of nancially constrained households, openness, and price/wage rigidities. The
wide variety of theoretically possible transfer multipliers underscores the need
for empirical evidence to discipline the choice of models and parameters.
The size of the cross-region transfer multiplier is also important for policy. In
contrast with the US, variation in comparable cross-country transfers within
the European Monetary Union (EMU) is negligible.

For a quarter-century,

commentators have argued that US-style countercyclical cross-region transfers
might help Europe reduce the eects of negative shocks on the peripherythe
shocks that recently threatened the viability of the EMU itself.
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However,

the strength of this argument depends on whether the US transfer union can
actually smooth business cycle shocks aecting US states, which depends on
the size of the cross-region transfer multiplier at business-cycle frequencies
(which I address as my third contribution, Section 5).

Identication strategy My main empirical challenge is that transfers to
individuals are typically endogenous to state-level output growth due to reverse causality and omitted variable bias. Reverse causality stems from the

3Farhi and Werning (2017) focus on optimal transfers rather than the size of multipliers.
4For example,
writes America's scal union is so good at absorbing [re-

The Economist

gional] shocks that it is often cited as a model for the more accident-prone euro zone (Free
exchange, 28 November 2015).

For earlier evidence, see Sala-i-Martin and Sachs (1991):

Some economists...argue that [the] regional insurance scheme provided by the federal government is one of the key reasons why the system of xed exchange rates within the United
States has survived without major problems (p. 20).
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countercyclical nature of transfers to state residents. To address this problem,
my identication strategy combines a transfer policy change at the aggregate
level that aects all statesand so is unlikely to be driven by developments
in a particular statewith a predetermined and slow-moving cross-state allocation of the transfer based on regulations that determine eligibility and
their relative importance in dierent states. This is a similar idea to a Bartik
(1991) instrument, though diers in implementation.

Omitted variable bias

(OVB) stems from other excluded variables that might aect both transfers
and regional growth. State xed eects (FEs) remove state-level trends, and
time xed eects remove all aggregate variation (e.g. the US business cycle,
monetary policy, or international shocks), leaving only potential confounding
factors that vary both across states and over time. Remaining OVB is reduced
by (i) a research design that involves many policy changes (reducing the chance
of a coincidental correlation), and (ii) a battery of robustness tests, such as
including other time-and-state-varying controls, dropping states and quarters
one at a time, and a number of placebo tests. I focus on the contemporaneous
eect (impact multiplier) of cross-state transfers on quarterly state GDP, or
non-transfer labor income (W

× L)

which is available over a longer sample.

Transfer policies. For permanent transfers, I study a series of ad hoc increases in the monthly stipend of Social Security (old age pension) recipients
over 195274.

An increase in the monthly Social Security stipend naturally

leads to a larger increase in transfers to states like Florida, relative to Alaska
(which is less popular with retirees). Romer and Romer (2016) provide narrative evidence that this sample of Social Security increases was legislated mostly
to compensate for past ination, and never out of any desire to stimulate the
economy. As such, these Social Security increases are likely even exogenous
at the aggregate level, though I only require the weaker claim that they are
exogenous in the cross-section.
For temporary transfers, I study one-o stimulus payments in 2001 and
2008 (a check in the mail) of $300$600.

While the relatively xed dollar

value of payments means that these transfers are mechanically more important
in poorer states, other eligibility criteriasuch as having a tax liability in
2001reduce the progressivity of the transfer and mean that the cross-state
3

allocation varies across policies.

It is dicult to argue that these programs

were enacted to help specic states in particularly deep recessions given that
the benets were widely spread across states and eligibility rules were a simple
function of prior-year individual taxable income.

Results Summary. My key empirical nding is that states receiving larger
transfers tended to have faster short-run growth in non-transfer labor income
or GDP, with a much larger cross-region transfer multiplier for permanent
than for temporary transfers. Specically, I nd that a state that received an
extra $1 temporary transfer experienced an increase in labor income or GDP
in the quarter by around $0.3 ($0.20.4, depending on the specication). For
permanent transfers, I nd that states that received an extra $1 in Social Security payments increased their labor income by around $1.5 contemporaneously
($1.1$1.9, depending on the specication). Romer and Romer (2016) found
that almost all of the permanent Social Security increases were consumed, and
Parker et al. (2013) and Johnson et al. (2006) argue that a modest fraction
of the temporary transfers were consumedboth of which are broadly consistent with my results (though those papers do not investigate GE eects across
regions, or look at eects on GDP or non-transfer income).
These empirical estimates of cross-region transfer multipliers turn out to be
broadly consistent with a standard open-economy New Keynesian (NK) model
that features home bias in consumption and a share of constrained households,
and are less consistent with a canonical neoclassical model.

If I calculated

aggregate purchase and targeted-transfer closed-economy multipliers in this
NK model, they would be large (≥1) if monetary policy is accommodating,
and small (<1) otherwise, consistent with the results in NS.

Policy Implications for Transfer Unions. Using the NK model consistent with the data, I show that at business-cycle frequencies the relevant
cross-region transfer multipliers are closer to small temporary transfer multipliers than large permanent transfer multipliers.

I then combine these mul-

tipliers of around 0.42 (range 0.370.6) with estimates from the literature of
the countercyclicality of federal transfers to the residents of US states.

Re-

sults suggest that the US transfer union would only smooth about 1015% of
regional asymmetric shocks to outputless than commentators often assume.
4

2. Empirical Evidence
In this section, I estimate the causal eect of permanent Social Security
transfers over 195274 (Section 2.2) and temporary transfers from the 2001
and 2008 US stimulus packages (Section 2.3) on quarterly economic growth at
the state level. To my knowledge, these are the rst estimates of cross-region
transfer multipliers, which are conceptually very dierent from the estimates
of purchase multipliers or the MPC in the literature (see Section 3). These
estimates are broadly consistent with a quantitative NK model in Section 4,
which is then used to produce implications for the ecacy of the US transfer
union in smoothing asymmetric business cycle shocks (Section 5).

Specication In the main regressions, I investigate the eect of transfers
on the contemporaneous growth rate of quarterly labor income per capita
pc
pc
pc
pc
(equivalent to the wage bill) ∆(W L)i,t ≡ ((W L)i,t − (W L)i,t−1 )/(W L)i,t−1 ,

which is available for the whole sample; or quarterly GDP per capita from 2005
pc
pc
pc
∆Y pc
i,t ≡ (Y i,t − Yi,t−1 )/Yi,t−1 , as in Equation 1 (X is vector of controls that
varies across specications).

5

The measure of transfers is scaled by lagged labor

income or GDP to generate a multiplier interpretation of coecients, as is
standard in the literature

tri,t−1 )/Y i,t−1

∆tri,t ≡ (tri,t − tri,t−1 )/(W L)i,t−1

∆tri,t ≡ (tri,t −

i.e., the dollar value of extra labor income or GDP produced by

an extra dollar of transfers.

(1)

or

6

pc
∆(W L)pc
i,t or ∆Yi,t = β∆tri,t + Xδ + γt + µi + eit

All variables are deated by the national quarterly Personal Consumption
Expenditures (PCE) Chain-type Price Index, though I also examine the eect

7

on a constructed quasi-local price index in Section 2.4 and the Appendix.

5I

focus on the contemporaneous impact as (i) longer lags require stronger identication

assumptions due to the greater range of potential omitted variables in the intervening period,
and (ii) dynamics are generally insignicant (statistically or economically)see Appendix
Table 4.

I focus on these dependent variables as other potential outcome variables are

missing at the state level (consumption), not available quarterly (GDP before 2005), not
seasonably adjusted, or not available for both temporary and permanent transfer samples.

6This is equivalent to transfer per capita as a share of income income or GDP per capita.
7CPI data are not available by state. While the BEA does produce estimates of state-level
GDP deators, these use national prices for dierent industries, weighted using state-specic
industry weights, which do not capture the price eects from local demand shocks.
5

Labor income data come from the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) under
the ocial title Earnings by place of work and mostly consist of Wage and
Salary Disbursements (70%). The data exclude income from transfers and are
before income taxes. As state-level quarterly labor income can be extremely
volatile, especially for small states, I drop outliers from all specications (unless
otherwise noted) where the annualized growth rate of labor income growth or
GDP is more than 20% in absolute value. Standard errors are cluster-robust
(clustered at the state level), which allows for heteroskedasticity and arbitrary
serial correlation.

See Appendix 1 for descriptive statistics and additional

information on data sources and construction.
2.1.

Identication. There are two key challenges in identifying the eect

of transfers on cross-sectional growth: reverse causality and omitted variable
bias.

Reverse causality is a serious problem for transfer multiplier estimates because transfers are countercyclical. As such, a simple regression of growth on
transfers will pick up a combination of the transfer multiplier and the countercyclical tax-transfer system, leading to downward-biased multiplier estimates
(too negative).
My identication strategy addresses reverse causality by studying specic
natural experimentstemporary stimulus packages and permanent Social
Security changesin which federal transfers across states change due to an
aggregate change in federal policy.

These aggregate policies generate varia-

tion in transfers across states through eligibility rules for the transfer that
depend on demographic characteristics of states or the distribution of prioryear taxable income. For example, an increase in the monthly stipend of Social
Security recipients generates a larger increase in transfers to states with many
retirees, such as Florida. This is a similar idea to a Bartik (1991) instrument,
though is based on aggregate policy changes (rather than general aggregate
variation) and policy-specic weights which means that the state-level policy
variable itself is exogenous.
This research design impedes feedback from state business cycles to the
transfer in three ways.

First, as the policy change is at the aggregate level

(aecting all states), it is unlikely to be implemented to address a recession or
6

boom in a particular state. Romer and Romer (2016) show this specically for
my sample of Social Security increases (discussed further below), and transfer
stimulus payments were widely spread across states and had simple eligibility
rules, making it dicult to target them at specic states. Voting records reveal
that political support for one-o transfers was either mostly partisan (2001) or
bipartisan (2008), with no evidence that legislators from slow-growing states
were more likely to support the legislation (see Appendix 3.2).
Second, my allocation of transfers is based on last year's eligibility characteristicssuch as the lagged number of Social Security recipients or the prior-year
distribution of taxable incomewhich means that contemporaneous shocks in
states can't aect the size of the transfer mechanically.

8

Finally, demographic characteristics or the distribution of taxable income
are essentially stocks rather than ows; they are predetermined and slowmoving over the medium term.

For example, across states the size of the

1972Q4 increase in Social Security payments was almost exactly proportional
to the 1970Q2 increase in Social Security payments (R-squared of 0.96) (blue
circles on the left side of Appendix Figure 1.1).

This limits feedback from

short-run economic growth to the distribution of transfers across states.

Omitted variable bias (OVB). The secondand perhaps more seriousconcern is that there might be other variables that aect both regional
transfers and regional economic growth.
The rst way I address OVB is by including state xed eects (µi ) and
quarter xed eects (γt ) in all specications. State xed eects control for all
state-level trends (like the faster growth of Sun Belt states relative to Rust
Belt states), and quarter xed eects remove aggregate variation (such as
the US business cycle, monetary policy, expectations, or international shocks).
This means that regressions only utilize variation in transfers and growth both
across states and over time, and so any omitted variable would also have to
vary across states and over time.

This drastically reduced the number of

potentially confounding variables.

8For one-o transfers,

last year's taxable income was used to determine eligibility, as current-

year income was not yet known. After removing trends and aggregate variation, state growth
rates have little quarterly persistence, which removes the possibility of ex-ante targeting
states in recession.
7

Second, the risk of OVB is reduced by a research design that involves many
transfer policy changes with dierent sizes and timings, and over a long period.
This means that any omitted variable would need to take an unlikely timevarying pattern in high vs low transfer states, which is a much higher hurdle
for potential confounding variables than in a standard di-in-di study with a
one-o permanent policy change. For example, Social Security rates increased
by 10% in June 1971 and 20% in October 1972, but not at all in 1973, and
so the confounding variable would have to follow a similar pattern in hightransfer states and only boost growth in those specic quarters. For temporary
transfers, the specication in Equation 1 implies that the confounding variable
not only has to spuriously boost growth in high transfer states in the relevant
quarter, it also has to reduce growth in the following quarter as the transfer
is withdrawn. For example, in 2001 the confounding variable would have to
boost growth in 2001Q3 in high-transfer states like WV, MT, ME and then
reduce growth in 2001Q4 in the same states.
Moreover, the identity of high-transfer states changes over time and across
transfer policies, which means that the confounding variables would also have
to change.

For example, the cross-state allocation of transfers in 2008 and

2001 are quite dierent, with the 2008 allocation only explaining 12% of the
variation in 2001 transfers (Appendix Figure 1.1 right side). This dierence
stems from the greater progressivity of the 2008 transferwhich was refundable with a high-income phase-outrelative to the 2001 transfers, which were
not refundable with no phase-out. Demographic changes over a longer period
(195272) led to a reallocation of Social Security benets across many states,
such that the allocation in 1952 only explains 28% of the allocation in 1972
(Appendix Figure 1.1 left side, green triangles).
Finally, OVB is reduced by adding other controls that vary by state and
over time and a number of placebo tests in which the transfer is assumed to
have occurred in a dierent period. Additional controls include state-specic
sensitivities to the national business cycle or oil prices, state-specic quartic
trends, as well as the removal of inuential years or states.
I rst present results for permanent transfers (next section) and then temporary transfers (Section 2.3).
8

2.2.

Permanent Transfers.

2.2.1.

Description of Social Security Increases.

Before 1975, Social Se-

curity payments (largely the old age pension) were not indexed to ination and
were increased by act of Congress on an ad hoc basis (Wilcox 1989). These
were mostly permanent increases in transfersi.e., a higher monthly stipend
received by the elderly and their dependentsand so are more likely to be
spent by unconstrained consumers (by the permanent income hypothesis). As
transfer increases varied in size and timing they would not be subsumed into
seasonal factors. From 1975 onward, Social Security payments were indexed to
the CPI and generally adjusted annually, making them much more predictable

9

and so are excluded from my analysis.

The sample of Social Security payment increases at the aggregate level covers 195274 and is taken from Table 1 of Romer and Romer (2016). As Romer
and Romer's data are monthly whereas mine are quarterly, I spread the adjustments over two quarters if the permanent increase in payments occurred
mid-quarter.

10

There are exogenous 20 Social Security increases during 1952-

74, which are spread over 27 quarters; there are no increases in the remaining
65 quarters (∆tri,t
state xed eects

= 0).

µi

The latter are included in the sample to estimate

and other controls.

I allocate the increase in aggregate Social Security payments across states
in proportion to that state's share of Social Security payments a year before
(see Appendix 1 for details).

This depends on the stock of retirees in each

state, which is both slow-moving and largely predetermined. The average size
of the increases is 0.2% of quarterly labor income, though they are highly heterogeneous over states and time (see descriptive statistics in Appendix Table

9Romer

and Romer (2016) and Wilcox (1989) nd smaller or insignicant (respectively)

responses of consumption from 1975 onward. An earlier version of this paper used Wilcox's
(1989) shorter sample of pre-1975 Social Security increases, which produced broadly similar
results.Romer and Romer's sample only covers benet increases for existing Social Security
recipients, and so excludes expansions in eligibility and other rule changes.

10For

example, a permanent $1 increase on a $10 monthly payment starting on June 1st

will become a 3.3% increase in Q2 and a

≈6.6%
9

increase in Q3.
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Figure 1. Scatter Plots: Transfers and Economic Growth
1). The largest permanent increases were in 1972Q4 (a 20% increase in benets) of around 1.45% of quarterly labor income in West Virginia, Arkansas
and Florida, which have a large number of retirees as a share of the population (Appendix Figure 1.1 left side). In contrast, the increase in transfers to
residents of Alaska was only 0.2% of labor income in the same quarter.
2.2.2.

Graphical Evidence.

Figure 1 Panel A gives a visual representation of

the strength of the relationship between Social Security increases and growth
in per capita labor income.

As there are many permanent Social Security

changes, I group permanent transfer change residuals into 30 bins based on
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their size (across dierent quarters and states), and plot the average transfer
size in each bin (x-axis) against the average growth rate residuals of per capita
labor income for that bin (y-axis). Residuals are calculated after removing time
and state xed eects, as in the parsimonious specication (quarters without
any Social Security increases are dropped). One can see that the relationship
is strongly positive, with a slope of about 2, and also statistically signicant at
the 5% level. Moreover, this relationship isn't driven by one or two binsin
fact, an outlier-robust regression increases the slope and signicanceand the
vast majority of bins are in the NE and SW quadrants.

2.2.3.

Main Regression Results.

Table 1 shows that a permanent $1 in-

crease in transfers to the residents of a state tends to increase that state's
relative labor income by around $1.5 contemporaneously, though the size of
multiplier varies slightly with the specication. Column 1 shows the most parsimonious specication: It includes time and state xed eects, but no other
controls, and yields a relative permanent transfer multiplier of 1.5, signicant
at the 1% level. Cluster-robust standard errors are around 0.5.

2.2.4.

Robustness Tests and Threats to Identication.

Romer and Romer

(2016) note that during the 195274 period there were three temporary transfers to Social Security recipients (in 1965, 1970, and 1971), which reect back
payments for delayed increases in permanent Social Security benets. As these
temporary increases tended to coincide with the increases in permanent Social
Security benetsand have similar eligibility requirementsit is important
to control for them. Column 2 includes these temporary transfers (and their
rst lag) as a control. The contemporaneous multiplier on permanent transfers
is almost identical to those in Column 1, and the temporary Social Security
increases and rst lag are insignicant (coecients of -0.58 (t =-1.33) and -0.15
(t =0.26), respectively). I do not put much weight on these these temporary
transfer estimatesrelative to those in Table 2because they are imprecise:
The standard errors are around ve times larger than a similar specication
using stimulus payments (see Table 2, Panel A, Column 1).
Another concern is that multipliers might be sensitive to specic years (or
states), and are not reective of a general relationship. In Appendix Figure
11

3.3, I test this by dropping individual states or years one by one. No individual
states are inuential, but the multiplier does move by more than one standard
error if either 1952 or 1972 are excluded. Table 1 Column 3 thus reports the
baseline specication excluding both these inuential years, which has little
eect on the multiplier as the eect of these years is mostly osetting (standard
errors are slightly larger, and signicance is now at the 5% level).

Controlling for omitted variables.

One reason that states might be

growing faster than their peers is faster population growthfor example, retirees ock to Sun Belt states, which increases Social Security payments in
those states. My main specication already has the dependent variable in per
capita terms, but that imposes that labor income and population increase in
proportion, so in Column 4 I control for population growth separately. The
coecient of population growth is negative (-0.37) and is highly statistically
signicant (p -value=0.000) (not reported). This is unsurprising, as standard
growth models predict that higher population growth reduces per capita output growth. Controlling for population growth increases the size of the permanent transfer multiplier to 1.62 (signicant at the 1% level).
The early 1970s were a time of some of the largest increases in Social Security
payments, but also the 1973 oil shock and two recessions. National recessions
and oil prices are naturally subsumed into time xed eects, but (i) states with
cyclically sensitive industries might be more sensitive to national GDP growth,
and (ii) oil-producing states might be stimulated by higher oil pricesand
those states might have coincidentally received higher or lower transfers. To
test this (i) Column 5 includes US GDP growth

×

state xed eects, which

reduces the multiplier to 1.27 (signicant at the 5% level; I also keep the
signicant control for population growth). Given that both US GDP growth

×

state FEs and population growth are important controls, this is the with

controls specication used for placebo tests (Figure 2) and used to compare
with the theoretical model in Section 4.

Column 6 adds controls for state-

specic sensitivities to real log oil prices (50 contemporaneous variables and 50
rst lags, which exibly controls for price levels and changes), which result in
a permanent transfer multiplier of 1.68 (signicant at 1%). To cover any other
general time-varying state-specic covariates, Column 7 instead adds quartic
12

state-specic polynominal trends. This yields a multiplier of 1.65 (signicant
at the 1% level).

Alternative specications. In Column 8 I estimate an instrumental variables (IV) specication, in which all Social Security transferswhich are potentially endogenousare instrumented using my sample of exogenous Social
Security increases (from Romer and Romer 2016). The multiplier is around

11

1.9, signicant at the 1% level (the rst-stage F stat is above 500).

Placebo tests and leads/lags Another way to test for omitted variable
bias is to run a placebo test in which the timing of the permanent transfers are
counterfactually moved backward or forward by up to six quarters. This can
help to detect spurious results if coecients are more signicant at other times,
though it can also pick up anticipation eects (for short leads) or delayed eects
(for short lags). For permanent transfers, the results are shown in Figure 2
Panel B (using the with controls specication from Table 1). One can see
that the largest t -statistic is at t =0 (when the actual transfers occurred), and
all other leads and lags are insignicant at the 5% level (t -statistics less than
the red cuto of 2), which is what one would expect to see.
Looking at the quarters immediately surrounding the transfer payment, the
estimated multiplier (green line) appears to be negative in anticipation of the
Social Security rate increase, and persistently positive in the few quarters
following the increase.

Romer and Romer (2016) nd that Social Security

increases were typically legislated roughly a quarter in advance of payment,
though they nd no evidence of an increase in aggregate consumption at that
time. Anticipated demand shocks in New Keynesian models often reduce output as rms raise prices and markups in advance, a possible rationale for negative leads (the persistent growth in the following quarters is harder to explain).
However, I do not want to emphasize those results given their insignicance
and general lack of robustness (not reported).

11A

similar, but slightly larger, IV coecient is unsurprising as a $1 increase in my exoge-

nous permanent Social Security transfers series increases all BEA Social Security payments
by about 80c (after controlling for time and state xed eects). The strong rst-stage relationship is plotted in Panel B of Appendix Figure 3.1, and provides an additional validation
of the cross-state allocation of transfers and Romer and Romer's aggregate narrative.
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A. Placebo Temp Transfers during the 1990−91 Recession
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growth during 199091 recession on actual state transfer path from 2001 or 2008. With controls
specication. Sample 199097. Panels BD: Regressions of growth on transfers as in Table 1 (Col.
5), Table 2 (Col. 3, Panel A), and Table 2 (Col. 3, Panel B) respectively, but moving the growth
variable backward/forward by up to 6 quarters. 2x standard error bounds shown (dotted lines).

Figure 2. Placebo/Lead/Lag Tests

Other robustness tests Appendix Table 3, Panel A presents several robustness tests with dierent standard errors (homoskedastic, robust without
clustering and Conley's (1999) standard errors allowing for spatial error correlation)with transfers always signicant at the 5% level.

6

Absolute t−stat (RHS)

Notes: Panel A: Multipliers and 95% condence intervals from regressing real labor income

The table also

adds back in previously dropped extreme outliers, where |growth|>20% (annualized). While that reduces signicance to a p -value of 8%, it also increases
the estimated multiplier to 2. Dropping the two smallest states (Alaska and
Wyoming), with a combined population of <1m in 1980 and with extremely
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volatile growth rates, restores signicance to the 1% level and increases the
multiplier. See Appendix 3.01 for further details.

Additional dynamics Appendix Table 4 (Panel A) adds extra dynamics
to the specication in Equation 1.

Column 1 shows that there is little per-

sistence in state growth rates (after state and time xed eects), such that a
lagged dependent variable is small and insignicant. However, the estimated
contemporaneous transfer multiplier does fall to 1.1, but is still signicant
at the 5% level. Two additional lags of permanent transfers (Column 2) are
insignicant (though positive), with little eect on the estimated contemporaneous multiplier. The insignicant dynamic terms justify the contemporaneous
specication in Equation 1.

Comparison with literature Wilcox (1989) and Romer and Romer (2016)
nd (among other things) that increases in permanent Social Security benets
signicantly increase consumption at the aggregate level.

This is consistent

with my nding of large income multipliers in the cross-section, though their
results do not imply mine and vice versa.

A positive MPC for a transfer

is consistent with a positive, negative, or zero cross-region transfer multiplier
(depending on openness and price/wage stickiness; see Section 3), and likewise
a sizable cross-region transfer multiplier is consistent with a large or small
aggregate consumption response (depending on monetary policy).

2.3.

Temporary Transfers.

2.3.1.

Description of Transfer Packages.

I consider two temporary stim-

ulus payments, in 2001 and 2008.

2001 EGTRRA stimulus payments In 2001Q3, the Bush administration
transferred $38bn to households in a one-o payment as part of the broader
Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act (EGTRRA). Individuals
paying net taxes mostly received $300 per capita, though unlike the 2008
transfers there was no payment for those with no tax liability, and no phase
out for those on high incomes.
I allocate the $38bn in transfers across states using IRS state-level data
on individual tax returns for the 2000 tax year (see Appendix 1 for details).
Exploiting the randomization of payment dates, Johnson et al. (2006) found
15

Table 1. Permanent Cross-region Transfer Multipliers
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Notes: Dependent variable is the quarterly growth rate of real per capita labor income. Regressor
is the change in permanent Social Security transfers, as a share of lagged labor income (Columns
17). All specications include quarter and state FEs, based on Eq 1. Columns: 1) no other
controls; 2) controls for contemporaneous temp Social Security (SS) transfers and rst lag; 3)
removes inuential years (1952 & 1972); 4) adds for population growth; 5) adds US GDP growth

×

state FEs (and population growth); 6) adds State FE× log(OilP rt ), log(OilP r t−1 ); 7) adds
×t, t2 , t3 , t4 ; 8) Instrument change in BEA SS transfers by permanent SS increases.

state FE

Robust std errors in parentheses (clustered by state). Outliers >20% (annualized) dropped.

that 2040% of the payment was spent on non-durables in the months that it
was received, with a higher MPC for the poor and credit constrained, and no
response for durables.

2008 Economic Stimulus Act Around $95bn was transferred to households as one-time payments in 2008Q2Q3 as part of the Bush administration's
Economic Stimulus Payments (ESP) (Parker et al. 2013). This package had
two main components: (i) $300 per capita payments made to those paying no
net taxes but with at least $3000 in eligible annual income (around $30bn,
which I call the low-income rebate component ) and (ii) $600 per capita payments made to those paying net taxes with a phase out for those earning over
$75,000 (around $65bn, which I call the middle-income tax refund component).
Most of the eects of the 2008 ESP turn out to be driven by the low-income
component. Parker et al. (2013) exploited randomization in the timing of the
ESPs and found that about 1230% of the payments were spent on non-durable
consumption in the months they were received (5090% including durables).
I allocate the payments for the low-income rebate component using the crossstate allocation from BEA (2009), which is primarily based on the geographic
distribution of recipients of refundable Earned Income Tax Credits (EITCs).
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According to the BEA's allocation, about 95% of the refundable 2008 low12

income ESP were paid out in 2008Q2 (as against 85% of the whole package).

Eligibility for the 2008 stimulus payment was made based on 2007 income, as
full-year 2008 income was not known in 2008Q2. I allocate the middle-income
tax rebate payments across states using IRS data on 2007 income tax returns
by state and income combined with eligibility rules for the tax rebate (see
Appendix 1 for details).

2.3.2.

Graphical Evidence.

Figure 1 Panel B shows the relation between

total transfers in 2008Q2 as a share of labor income on the x-axis, and the
growth of labor income on the y-axis.

States that receive larger transfers

(as a share of labor income) tend to grow faster contemporaneously, with a
relative multiplier (line slope) of about 0.28 (t -stat=2.0), which is remarkably
similar to the pooled temporary transfer multiplier estimated in Table 2. The
cross-state variation in transfers is striking: The 2008 ESP ranges from around
2.3% of quarterly labor income in Connecticut (CT) to 6.4% of quarterly labor
income in Mississippi (MS). Two factors are at play here: First, the level of
per capita labor income is much lower in MS than CT, and so xed dollar
payments are mechanically more important. Second, much of the variation is
driven by the low-income rebate (those paying no net taxes), which is focused
toward poor states. Of the 4.1 percentage point gap in stimulus transfers in
2008Q2 between MS and CT, 3.4 percentage points are due to the cross-state
allocation of the low-income component.

Figure 1 Panel C shows the same

stimulus package and quarter, but for quarterly growth in GDP per capita
rather than labor income on the y-axis (with transfers as a share of quarterly
state GDP on the x-axis). As before, there is a positive relationship between
12

According to the BEA (2009), for the low-income component, $28bn was paid in in 2008Q2

and $1.35bn in 2008Q3. This is consistent with a high percentage of recipients receiving their
ESPs by direct deposit, which is faster than by check. IRS data show that around 80% of
those with refundable EITCs led electronically. Direct deposit payments were made in the
rst half of May 2008, leaving plenty of time for output to be aected in 2008Q2. Combined
with Parker et al.'s (2013) quarterly prole, this suggests a middle-income payout of around
$50bn in 2008Q2 and $14bn in 2008Q3. All of the 2001 stimulus payments were made in
2001Q3.

Hence

∆tri,t > 0 for 2001Q3 and 2008Q2, ∆tri,t < 0
∆tri,t = 0 for all other quarters. The rest

(small in 2008Q4), and

sample helps to estimate state FEs and controls.
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for 20081Q4, 2008Q3-Q4
of the 2001-08 or 2005-08

the size of the transfer received and quarterly GDP growth, though the relative
multiplier is now larger at around 0.9 (t -stat=2.5).
Figure 1 Panel D displays the relationship between the 2001 EGTRRA stimulus payments (as a share of labor income, x-axis) and contemporaneous per
capita labor income growth in 2001Q3 (y-axis). Again, states that received a
larger payment (as a share of labor income) tended to grow faster contemporaneously, though here the multiplier is large at 0.98 (t -stat=2.9).

2.3.3.

Main Regression Results.

Table 2 presents regressions of growth in

per capita labor income (Panel A) or per capita GDP growth (Panel B) on the
size of the transfer at the state level over 200108 or 200508 (respectively).
Unlike the scatter plots, the regressions control for state and time eects, and
impose that the withdrawal of transfers the following quarter reverses any
earlier increase in labor income or GDP growth.
Column 1 reports a parsimonious specication with only time and state xed
eects, and pools across the 2001 and 2008 temporary transfers. It suggests
that a relative $1 increase in temporary transfers to a state increases relative
per capita labor income in that state by $0.24, signicant at the 1% level (Panel
A). When the dependent variable is per capita GDP growth, the multiplier
is larger at 0.39, signicant at the 5% level.

I fail to reject the equality of

multipliers (at the 5% level).

2.3.4.

Robustness and Threats to Identication.

One of the rst con-

cerns from looking at Panels B and C of Figure 1 is that results might be
driven by Mississippi (MS) as an outlier. In Column 2 of Table 2, I drop MS
and show that it has little eect on estimated multipliers, which are still signicant at 5%. In Appendix Figure 3.2, I drop all states one by one and do
not nd any substantially inuential states.

Controlling for omitted variables. Unlike the permanent Social Security increases, the 2001 and 2008 transfers were explicit countercyclical policies
implemented during aggregate downturns. While the aggregate business cycle
is subsumed into the quarter xed eects, dierent states might have dierent
sensitivities to the national cycle; for example, if they specialized in cyclically
sensitive industries like manufacturing.
18

If those states happened to receive

relatively small transfers, that could drive a positive multiplier.

I address

this concern in two ways. First, the regression in Table 2 Column 3 includes
US GDP growth

×

state xed eects, which increases the estimated multi-

13

plier marginally but doesn't aect signicance.

This is the with controls

specication used for placebo tests and comparison with the theoretical models. Second, in Column 4 I interact time FEs with the average manufacturing
share of GDP in that state over 200108, which allows manufacturing-intensive

14

states to grow more slowly in recessions.

The estimated multipliers are shown

in Column 4 and are almost unchanged (signicant at the 5% level). Recessions also reduce oil prices, which might hit oil-producing states relatively
harder. As above, I interact state FEs with the contemporaneous and rst lag
of log real oil prices in Column 5 of Table 3. Estimated multipliers are almost
unchanged, and statistical signicance is unchanged or stronger.

To cover

any other general time-varying state-specic covariates, Column 6 instead
adds quartic state-specic polynominal trends (though some are collinear and
dropped). Transfer multipliers (and their signicance) are almost unchanged.

Placebo tests. A placebo test is an alternative way to test the concern
that high-transfers states always grow faster during recessions, and hence the
estimated relationship between transfers and growth estimated is spurious. In
Panel A of Figure 2, I regress growth rates during the 199091 recession on the
2001 and 2008 transfers. According to the NBER's denition, that recession
lasted three quarters, so there are three ways to implement the placebo, with
placebo payouts during 1990Q3, 1990Q4, or 1991Q1.

In all three cases the

estimated multiplier is insignicant, and usually is close to zero.

15

We can also counterfactually move the transfer forward or backward for a
few quarters (as estimated above), which can help to detect spurious results,
or pick up anticipation eects (for short leads) or delayed eects (for short
lags). Results are shown in the bottom panels of Figure 2. One can see that

13That

specication controls for population growth, which is always insignicant in the

2000s sample and has little eect on estimated multipliers.

14Using

the share of durable-goods manufacturing instead produces similar results (not

shown).
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I thank an anonymous referee for suggesting this placebo test.

The sample period for

these regressions is 199097, and I include time and state xed eects, as well as controls
for sensitivity to national GDP growth and population growth.
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Table 2. Temporary Transfer Multipliers (Pooled)
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Notes: Each cell represents the regression of growth rate of per capita labor income (Panel A) or
GDP (Panel B) on the change in temporary transfers with quarter and state FEs and a variety of
other controls, indicated at the bottom of the table. Columns: 1) no extra controls; 2) excluding
Mississippi; 3) adds US GDP growth

×

state FEs (and population growth); 4) adds

manufacturing share of state GDP × time FE; 5) adds state FE× log(OilP rt ), log(OilP r t−1 ); 6)
2 3 4
adds state FE ×t, t , t , t ; 7) Instrumenting All other BEA transfers with constructed stimulus
transfer. Robust std errors in parentheses (clustered by state). Outliers dropped.

the largest t -statistic is always at t =0 (when the actual transfers occurred),
and there is little evidence of consistently positive (or negative) coecients
at other times. However, there are some marginally signicant lags at t =-4
and t =1 (WL specication), and t =-1 (lead, GDP specication). The negative
rst lag in the GDP specication seems to be due to the overlap of the placebo
withdrawal of stimulus in 2008Q2 and the eect of the actual stimulus. If I
run the same specication and omit 2008Q2 from the sample (when most of
the transfers were actually paid) but keep 2008Q1 and the other quarters,
the coecient on the lead halves, and p -value increases to 0.4. Consequently,
although both stimulus payments were legislated a quarter in advance, there's
little robust evidence of signicant negative anticipation eects (including from
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cross-sectional regressions, not reported).

The other marginally signicant

coecients are to be expected. Under random allocation with no true eect,
the
16

≈40

placebo regressions in Figure 2 would produce two false positives on

In any case, Ricardian households who respond to news also save temporary transfers.

Forward-looking rms would be reluctant to change prices in advance of a temporary shock
if there is any cost to changing them back.
20

average when testing at the 5% level. Moreover, the chance of no false positives
is also very low at around 12% (=

0.9542

under random allocation).

Alternative Specications One concern is that my measure of transfer
payments could have classical measurement error (resulting in attenuation
bias), or that there are similar transfer payments I am not capturing (leading
to upward bias). To address this concern, in Column 7 of Table 3 I instrument
changes in the endogenous BEA category All other personal current transfer
receipts (as a share of labor income or GDP) using the low- and middleincome 2008 ESP transfers (as above) as instruments. Multipliers are similar

17

to the parsimonious specication and signicant at the 1% level.

Other robustness tests Appendix Table 3 Panels B and C present extra robustness tests with dierent standard errors (homoskedastic, no clustering, and Conley's (1999) standard errors allowing for spatial error correlation).

Most multipliers are still signicant at the 5% or 1% levels, except

for homoskedastic errors in the GDP specication (but homoskedasticity is
a extreme assumption in any case).

The table also adds back in previously

dropped extreme outliers, where |growth|>20% (annualized). This has little
eect on the labor income specication, but makes the GDP specication go
to zero (and become insignicant). Dropping the two smallest states (Alaska
and Wyoming), with a combined population of <1 million in 1980 and with extremely volatile growth rates, results in multipliers similar to those estimated
above, signicant at the 5% level (see Appendix 3.01).

Additional dynamics Appendix Table 4, Panel B (Labor income) and
Panel C (GDP) adds extra dynamics to the specication in Equation 1. While
a lagged dependent variable is signicant (Columns 4, 6, 7, and 9), it has very
little eect on multiplier estimates, and the coecient is small and negative (0.1). Two additional lags of temporary transfers are insignicant, though they
raise the estimated coecient GDP impact multiplier substantially (signicant

17The

BEA classies payments as transfers if they are at least partially refundable, which

includes all 2008 transfers. The 2001 EGTRRA payments were non-refundable and so are
classied as tax cuts. Multipliers are similar in the IV specication because growth in All
other personal current transfer receipts in 2008Q2 is extremely well explained by growth
in ESP transfers as constructed above (see Appendix Figure 3.1 Panel B), with rst-stage
coecients close to one, and rst stage F-stats around 300.

This provides an external

validation of my construction of the cross-state allocation of the 2008 ESPs.
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at 5%), mostly because the extra lags oset the fall in GDP growth in 2008Q3
as transfers are withdrawn (discussed further in Section 2.3.5)

Parallel trends Di-in-di studies often include a graph demonstrating
that the outcome variable exhibits a similar trend in high vs low treatment
states pre-treatment, with a gap in the outcome variable opening up posttreatment. Appendix Figure 3.4 shows exactly this pattern for 2001 transfers
and 2008 transfers (for GDP). However, for 2008 transfers (labor income)
the results are not so clear: The gap is small and temporarylasting only a
quarterand there is some dierence in labor income trends in 2007. However,
condence intervals are wide and typically overlap (except for 2001 transfers
post-treatment, not reported).

This is unsurprising given the small number

of states in each group and substantial within-group variation in transfers
that is discarded. Moreover, a temporary gap for temporary transfers is more
consistent with theory, as discussed in the next section.
2.3.5. Heterogeneity by transfer policy and quarter. So far I have presented
regression results that restricted the temporary transfer multiplier to be identical across quarters where transfers are paid or withdrawn and across dierent
individual transfer policies. In this subsection I relax those assumptions, with
results presented in Table 3 that also help to shed light on the mechanisms
driving the pooled results.

Heterogeneity by quarter Motivated by theory, the specication in Table 2 and Equation 1 imposes a symmetric eect of transfers: If increasing
temporary transfers leads to a certain increase in output, then withdrawing
those transfers should lead to the same-size fall in output. Columns 1 and 6
in Table 3 test this by allowing the pooled transfer multiplier to vary quarter
by quarter, but keeping the same pooled specication and sample.

Despite

substantial heterogeneity in estimated coecients, I fail to reject the restriction that all payment and withdrawal multipliers are equal, which justies the
pooled specication used above. Moreover, 2008 (labor income specication)
multipliers are around 0.25 for both payment and withdrawal quartersand
are remarkably similar to pooled estimates above.
Although not statistically dierent, point estimates are sometimes larger
when transfers are paid than when they are withdrawn. This is the case for
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2008Q2 (GDP) and 2001Q3 (labor income), where the multipliers upon payment are around 0.8, but multipliers on withdrawal are close to zero.

This

means states receiving a larger transfer continued to have higher relative income, even after that transfer was withdrawn (as in the parallel trends plots
in Appendix Figure 3.4).

It is not obvious which mechanism would explain

such a result, which is another reason I prefer pooled specication.
Simple quarter-by-quarter cross-sections (Columns 25 and 78)the same
as the scatter plots in Figure 1 in the payment quartergenerally produce
multipliers similar to the panel regressions in Columns 1 and 6 which allow
the multiplier to vary quarter-by-quarter.

However, the cross-sections are

more prone to omitted variable bias because they do not control for state
specic trends (such as Sun Belt states growing faster than Rust Belt states),
or any other covariatesand should be treated with caution.

For instance,

larger multipliers in the cross-section in 2001Q3, smaller multipliers in 2008Q3
(GDP), and dierences in signicance could be due to these factors.

Heterogeneity by transfer component In Columns 9 and 10, I break
down pooled transfers into three components described in Section 2.3.12008
refundable (low-income) rebates, 2008 (middle-income) tax refunds, and 2001
transfersusing the same sample period and specication as the pooled results. Despite substantial heterogeneity in estimated multipliers for dierent
policies in Columns 9 and 10 of Table 2, I fail to reject the restriction that
coecients are equal, justifying the pooled specication above.
With labor income as a dependent variable (Column 9), the pooled results
above seem to be driven by the 2008 low-income rebate, with a relative multiplier of 0.33 (signicant at the 1% level)similar to the pooled multiplier
from Table 2.

The 2001 EGTRRA stimulus payments have the exact same

multiplier of 0.33, but have much wider standard errors (leading to a loss of signicance). The 2008 middle-income tax refund seemed to have little eect on
labor income growth. For GDP growth as a dependent variable (Column 10),
the results are consistent but even starker: The coecient on the low-income
rebates is even larger at around 0.77 (signicant at the 1% level), which is
almost double the pooled coecient, but the multiplier on the middle-income
tax refund is negative and insignicant.
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Why might this be the case? First, it is not all that surprising that the lowincome rebate has the largest multiplier, as low-income households are usually
thought to be more likely to be nancially constrained. Parker et al. (2013)
found that low-income households had a large and statistically signicant MPC
out of the same 2008 transfers. This is consistent with Johnson et al.'s (2006)
earlier results that the 2001 transfers were more likely to be spent by lowincome households.

The small and insignicant multiplier on the middle-

income transfers might be because a larger fraction of this payment was saved,
as higher-income households were less likely to be nancially constrained
Another important dierence between the 2008 middle-income tax rebate
and the 2001 and 2008 low-income rebate was size:

the 2008 mid-income

rebate was around $600 per recipient, double the other transfers of $300 per
recipient. Other papers have found two eects of transfer size. First, there is

18

some mixed evidence that larger payments are more likely to be saved.

But

more importantly, larger transfers can be spent on big ticket durable goods
like carsboth Parker et al. (2013) and Hausman (2016) report a large eect
on sales of autos and related goods. Crucially, these durable goods are likely to
be produced outside the state, which means that they provide a limited boost
to local demand, and hence generate a small relative transfer multipliereven
if the transfer were consumed.
2.4.

Real or Nominal Multipliers? Although I deate all variables by na-

tional ination (PCE)and so are real in a time-series sensethe estimated
multipliers are nominal in the cross-section. As GDP and labor income are not
deated by local prices, we do not know whether an increase in the value of
GDP in a state (relative to the national average), reects an increase in local
prices or local quantities. This is a common problem: most papers that estimate cross-region multipliers deate using a measure of national prices (e.g.,
Acconia et al. 2014, among others). Ideally, one would like to test whether local producer prices increase in response to a transfer, but unfortunately there
are no ocial state-level price data to test this hypothesis.

18Hseih

(2003) nds that households that saved large Alaska permanent fund dividends

tended to spend small tax refunds, which is consistent with evidence from Kaplan and
Violante (2014) using a model with xed costs of reallocating liquidity. However, Hausman
(2016) nds that very large veterans' dividends were mostly spent, albeit on durables.
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Table 3. Temporary Transfer MultipliersHeterogeneity
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Notes: Dependent variable is growth rates of real labor income per capita (Columns 15, 9) or
real GDP per capita (Columns 68, 10). Regressor is the change in temporary transfers, as a
share of labor income or GDP (as above), by quarter (Panel A, Columns 18), or type of transfer
policy (Panel B, Columns 910; see Section 2.3.5). Columns 1, 6, and 910 are panel estimates
with quarter and state FEs, based on Eq 1; others are simple cross-sections only. Robust std
errors in parentheses (clustered by state). Outliers > 20% (annualized abs value) dropped.

Instead, I construct my own proxies of quarterly state-level prices from a variety of sources. In sum, I nd little evidence that the transfers studied above
increase local prices (see Appendix 3.1 for details). Regressions of the quarterly state ination proxy on transfers are always insignicant in the 2000s,
and over 195274 are always negative and insignicant once I control for the
state-specic eects of oil price shocks.

New Keynesian models predict lit-

tle movement in prices in the short term (as they are sticky), and neoclassical
models predict (if anything) that high demand increases local prices. Nonetheless, I do not put too much weight on these results, given that I am trying
to explain only a proxy for state inationwhich requires many assumptions
and approximationsrather than an ocial measure.
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3. Understanding Cross-region Transfer Multipliers in an

Analytical Model
This section illustrates the analytical determinants of the cross-region transfer multiplier estimated in Section 2: when it will be large, small, or negative,
and how it diers from other cross-region purchase multipliers in the literature
and the MPC. To do this, I use two simplied open-economy models: (i) an
Ultra Keynesian model with xed prices/wages and a fraction of hand-tomouth agents, and (ii) a canonical neoclassical model. Both simple models are
special cases of a more general full New Keynesian (NK) modelwhich is used
in Section 4 to quantitatively interpret the empirical estimates. This section
also relates transfer multipliers to the dierence between federally nanced
spending (like in Nakamura and Steinsson 2014 (NS)) and locally nanced
spending (like Clemens and Miron 2012 (CM)). As with the empirics, I focus
exclusively on the impact multiplier

Mthe

real increase in GDP generated

by a $1 transfer or purchase in the rst quarter.

Model overview. The full model is similar to NS's separable preferences,
incomplete markets New Keynesian model (Section IV, D of their paper), with
two main dierences: (i) a share

ω

of households that can't borrow/save and

consume their income hand-to-mouth (the remaining fraction

1−ω

are Ricar-

dian and borrow/save through a risk-free bond) and (ii) wages are sticky and
can not be changed each quarter with probability

19

(θp is the analogous Calvo stickiness of prices).

θw , as in Erceg et al.

(2000)

Hand-to-mouth households

are needed to match the multiplier on temporary transfers, and sticky wages

20

are needed to get close to the multiplier on permanent transfers.

The model

is also similar to Gali and Monacelli (2005) but with sticky wages, hand-tomouth households, and incomplete markets (for Ricardian households).

19As

is common in models with hand-to-mouth households and sticky wages, (i) forward-

looking nominal wage setting only takes into account of the Ricardian household's laborleisure condition, and (ii) the labor supply of the two households move proportionately.
This shuts down the wealth eects for hand-to-mouth households receiving transfers in
Giambattista and Pennings (2017), leaving the eect of transfers on demand as the dominant
force.

20I

also abstract from capital, and so assume output is produced using only labor with

constant returns (equivalent to

a=1

in Nakamura and Steinsson 2014).
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As in NS, the monetary union consists of a small home region (representing
a small US state with population

1 − n,

n) and a large foreign region with population

each of which produces their own variety of imperfectly substitutable

goods that can be consumed locally or abroad, or used for local government
purchases (which are not valued by households).

Given that the model is

relatively standard, further details are presented in Appendix 4.

Fiscal policy. I study cross-region untargeted lump-sum transfers from
households in the rest of the monetary union to members of the small home
region in proportion to their population share (i.e., hand-to-mouth agents
receive a fraction

ω ).

These transfers represent those from the federal govern-

ment, as in the empirical analysis. I also discuss self-nanced (locally nanced)
untargeted lump-sum transfers from home Ricardian agents to all home households in proportion to their population share.

21

Due to Ricardian equivalence,

this is equivalent to a debt-funded transfer with future lump sum taxes falling
on home Ricardian agentswhich forms a natural benchmark. Both transfers
and purchases are expressed in deviations from steady state as a share of GDP,
and both scal shocks follow an AR(1) process with persistence
3.1.

ρ.

Analytical Impact Multipliers in a Simple Ultra Keynesian

Model. The simple Ultra Keynesian model is the limit of the full NK model
when (i) prices and wages become perfectly sticky (θw , θp
home region becomes innitesimal (n

→ 0).

→ 1)

and (ii) the

Transfer impact multipliersthe

response of output in the rst quarter, denoted

MT r are presented in Propo-

sition 1, and are decomposed into self-nanced (SF) and pure cross-region
components.

Here

α

is home bias in consumption and

β

is the household's

discount factor. All proofs are in Appendix 7.

Proposition 1. Ultra Keynesian model transfer impact multipliers are:
(i) self-nanced:

MSF
Tr = [

ω
× 1}
| {z

M P C(transf er)

21As

− ω × (1 − β)/(1 − βρ)]×α/(1 − αω)
|
{z
} |
{z
}
M P C(tax)

Local GE

the home region is small, results are almost identical when the federal government

levies taxes proportionately on the whole monetary union. Ricardian households represent
higher-income households (that pay more tax) and are less likely to be liquidity constrained.
The large foreign region is almost unaected by the shock, and so acts as a control group
that makes this exercise equivalent to that in the empirical regression in Section 2.
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SF
MCR
T r = MT r + (1 − β)/(1 − βρ) × α/(1 − α)
{z
} | {z }
|

(ii) cross-region:

Local GE

M P C(transf er)

The self-nanced transfer multiplier,

MSF
Tr ,

is the initial increase in

home output due to an untargeted transfer, funded by lump-sum taxes on
home Ricardian agents.

It has two components.

The rst term is the in-

crease consumption in the absence of general equilibrium eects, which is the
dierence between the MPC of hand-to-mouth households (one) times their
population share

ω,

less the fall in consumption of Ricardian households pay-

ing the tax. Being Ricardian, the latter is just the annuity value of the lump

− β)/(1 − ρβ)), scaled by the fraction of the transfer received
hand-to-mouth agents ω (1 − ω of the transfer is from Ricardian agents

sum taxes ((1
by

to themselves and so drops out).
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This dierence is largest for once o pay-

ments (ρ

= 0) and approaches zero as the transfer becomes perfectly persistent
SF
(ρ → 1). If ω = 0, then MT r = 0. The micro literature on the MPC (e.g.
Johnson et al. 2006) only identies M P C(transf er) = ω , which is only one
part of the overall transfer multiplier.
Second, this increase in demand is then amplied (or dampened) by local
GE eects

α/(1 − αω).

Only a fraction

will be spent on local goods.
(α

= n = 0),

region, and so

α

of any increase in consumption

In the absence of home bias in consumption

the increase in aggregate demand will be outside the home

MSF
T r = 0,

even if the MPC is large.

23

This is a realistic

concern for some transfer policies, given evidence by Parker et al. (2013) and
Hausman (2016) of large transfers being spent on autos, which are likely not
locally produced.

The cross-region transfer multiplier

MCR
Tr

(as estimated in the data)

is equal to the self-nanced transfer multiplier plus the pure cross-region
transfer multiplier

[(1 − β)/(1 − βρ)] [α/(1 − α)].

The latter is a measure of

how much greater the transfer is when federally nanced rather than locally
nanced. Specically, it is the boost to home output from a $1 transfer from

22(1 − βρ)−1 is the present
23αω is the MPC on local

value of the transfer and
goods.

multiplier.

is the interest on that sum.

With xed prices, output is demand determined.

An

αω local goods, which generates extra income
1 + αω + α2 ω 2 + .. = 1/(1 − αω), which is the traditional Keynesian

additional unit of income generates demand for
and so forth, such that

(1 − β)
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Table 4. Ultra Keynesian Analytical Impact Multipliers
NK Impact Multipliers

A. Purchases

1. Cross-Region (federal financed)

2. Self Financed

1 + MSF
Tr +

B. Transfers

α 1−β
1−α 1−βρ

MSF
Tr +

Diff (A-B)

α 1−β
1−α 1−βρ

(as in NS)

(this paper)

1 + MSF
Tr

MSF
Tr

1

(as in CM)
α 1−β
1−α 1−βρ

Difference (1 - 2)

(“pure CR transfer multiplier”)

Notes: This table explains the relationship between regional purchase (Column A) and transfer
(Column B) impact multipliers, depending on whether those transfers or purchases are nanced
by the federal government (Row 1) or local lump-sum taxes (Row 2). These are calculated in a
simple Ultra Keynesian model with xed prices/wages.
multiplier, dened in Proposition 1.
bias, and

ρ

β

MSF
Tr

is the self-nanced transfer impact

is the household's discount factor,

α

is consumption home

is scal shock persistence.

the rest of the monetary union to home Ricardian agents, which undoes the
eects of local lump-sum taxation for a self-nanced transfer. Ricardian agents
will spend the annuity value of this transfer (it never has to be repaid, unlike
locally nanced transfers or a loan), with a MPC(transfer) of
The local GE eects depend on the fraction

(1 − β)/(1 − ρβ).

α of that is spent on local goods.24

As such, the pure cross-region transfer multiplier will be close to zero when
the economy is very open (α

→ 0)

or for temporary transfers (ρ

≈ 0),

but

becomes large as transfers become persistent (see Figure 3 Panel B).

Relation to purchase multipliers.

Table 4 compares the cross-region

transfer multiplier estimated in this paper (top RHS) with federally nanced
purchase multipliers (as in NS) or locally nanced purchase multipliers as in
Clemons and Miron (2012) (CM). With xed prices, government purchases
of home goods have impact multipliers exactly one unit greater than those of
transfer multipliers, given the same nancing (see Proposition 3 in Appendix
7). The reason is that for a purchase, the initial $1 of extra income is generated
as payment for an extra unit of output, rather than as a windfall.

24The

traditional Keynesian multiplier here is

1/(1 − α).

of the income expansion path in Appendix Figure 4.1.
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1

Graphically

α/(1 − α)

is the slope

Some theoretical implications. The rst implication is that the size of
transfer multipliers are very dierent from those of purchase multipliers, and
almost always much smaller.
home bias (α

≈ 0),

For example, in regions without consumption

the cross-region transfer multiplier could be close to zero,

but a comparably nanced purchase multiplier would be around one.
Second, in proportional terms, transfer multipliers are more sensitive to
changes in persistence
household share

ω

ρ,

consumption home bias

α,

and the hand-to-mouth

than purchase multipliers. We see the former in the dier-

ence between temporary and permanent transfer multipliers.
Third, a number of papers have found large federally funded government
purchase multipliers at the regional level (e.g., NS estimate

≈1.5), but smaller

self-nanced government purchase multipliers (Clemens and Miron (2012) es-

 1).

timate

Could nancing explain the dierence?

Table 4 shows that

the pure cross-region transfer multiplier is also the dierence between federally and locally nanced purchase multipliers. With business cycle persistence

ρ = 0.935

and consumption home bias

α = 0.69

(see calibration in Section

4.1) the pure cross-region transfer impact multiplier is only around 0.30even
if prices/wages are xed and so will not be able to explain large federally
nanced purchase multipliers.

25

Related literature. Farhi and Werning (2016) analyze the determinants of
regional government purchase multipliers in a similar New Keynesian model.
They do not focus on transfer multipliers or produce the cross-region and
self-nanced transfer multiplier expressions in Proposition 1 (especially with

ω > 0).

However, they do show that the same pure cross-region transfer mul-

tiplier (which they call the net-present-value transfer multiplier) is the difference between locally and federally nanced purchase multipliers, and show
this is one unit less than the outside-nanced purchase impact multiplier (Section 8, pp. 245859 of their paper). Chodorow-Reich (2018) reports similar
expressions for the dierence between locally and federally nanced purchase
multipliers.

25These

results are consistent with NS (and Farhi and Werning (2016) and Chodorow-Reich

(2018)), who make a similar argument numerically.
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3.2.

Analytical Impact Multipliers in a Neoclassical Model. The sim-

ple neoclassical model is the limit of the full model when (i) prices and wages
become perfectly exible (θw , θp
imal (n

→ 0);

→ 0);

(ii) the home region becomes innites-

and (iii) there are only Ricardian agents (ω

→ 0).

The absence

of multiple agents means the self-nanced transfer multiplier is trivially zero.

Proposition 2. In the simple neoclassical model, the cross-region transfer
multiplier is

−1/(1 + ϕ) × (1 − β)/(1 − βρ) < 0
|
{z
} |
{z
}
LocalGE

.

M P C(transf er)

In a neoclassical model, cross-region transfer multipliers are now negative.
The consumption response (MPC) the same as that for pure-cross region transfers in the Ultra Keynesian model: Ricardian agents will spend only the annuity value of the transfer, and so almost all temporary transfers are saved.
However, it is the local GE eects that determine the sign, and are very different from the GE eects in the Ultra Keynesian model.

Any increase in

consumption demand for local goods will result in an increase in their prices,
and cause a shift in expenditure toward foreign goods until the extra demand
is exhausted.

Output will fall as households spend a fraction of their extra

income on greater leisure. With my preferences, the size of these wealth eects
on labor supply depends on the size of the Frisch elasticity

ϕ−1 .

In contrast with transfers, cross-region government purchase multipliers are
positive in the neoclassical model (see Proposition 4 in Appendix 7), because
they increase demand for local goods without any wealth eects on labor supply (recall that I assume government purchases are not valued by households).
Self-nanced purchase multipliers are even larger because of wealth eects:
Self-nancing makes households poorer, which induces them to work more.
4. Quantitative Cross-Region Transfer Multipliers
In this section I show that my full New Keynesian model (with Calvo-sticky
prices and wages) is broadly consistent with the empirical impact multipliers
estimated in Section 2more so than with a canonical neoclassical model. I
then produce quantitative estimates of self-nanced and cross-region transfer
multipliers using the full NK model, which are similar to those in the analytical
model so long as scal shocks are not too persistent.
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4.1.

Calibration. My goal is to investigate the extent to which a reasonably

standard NK or neoclassical model can rationalize the multipliers estimated
in the data.

As such, I calibrate key parameters from the literature.

Most

parameter are taken from NS, with the neoclassical model being a restricted
version of the NK model with exible prices, exible wages and no handto-mouth households.

See Appendix Table 7 for a full list of parameters.

calibrate the population share of the home region

n = 1/50

I

to represent a

typical US state.
However, there are two main departures from NS. First, my model includes
a fraction of hand-to-mouth households, which I calibrate to a third (ω

= 1/3)

based on evidence from Kaplan et al. (2014); this is in the middle of the range
of estimates in the literature.

Second, I assume that wages are sticky and

adjusted once a year on average, as is standard in the literature (θw
4.2.

= 0.75).

Comparing Multipliers in the Model and in the Data. Panel A

Figure 3 compares impact multipliers from the empirics with analogous measures from the NK and neoclassical models, measured in a comparable way
(discussed below). For temporary transfers and labor income, the cross-region
transfer multiplier in the data is around 0.3 (from Table 2, Column 3), which
is almost exactly the same as the full NK model. Empirical estimates using
GDP (0.4) are only marginally greater than those in the NK model. In contrast, the lack of a response to a temporary transfer shock in the neoclassical
model is outside the 95% condence interval for labor income and GDP multipliers. This is largely because the neoclassical model lacks hand-to-mouth
households, and as a result temporary transfers are saved and have little eect
on the regional economy.

The response of measured labor income to a per-

manent transfer in the NK model is 1.21, which is extremely close to the 1.27
estimated in the data (from Table 1 Column 5). In the neoclassical model, the
measured labor income multiplier for permanent transfers is +0.5%. Although
this is within the 95% condence interval, it a long way (1.5 standard errors)
from the point estimate. As such, the data are much more supportive of the
NK model, and so I use it for the subsequent analysis.
While the choice of deator does not matter much for impact multipliers
in NK models in a monetary unionprices don't change much in the short
32

termdeators are important for open-economy neoclassical models with exible prices. In the empirical section, the measured multiplier is nominal in the
cross-section: The dierence between the change in nominal GDP (or labor
income) for the home region and the change in nominal GDP (or labor income)
for the US as a whole which is captured by the time xed eect (the national
CPI used as a deator cancels out). In the neoclassical model, a permanent 1%
of GDP cross-region transfer lowers the quantity of home GDP (Ŷh ) by 0.5%
due to wealth eects on labor supply (−(1

+ ϕ)−1 = 0.5

Panel B). However, the local GDP deator for home goods
almost 1%, which is why measured home GDP (P̂h
response to a permanent transfer.
4.3.

+ Ŷh )

ϕ = 1 Figure 3
(P̂h ) increase by

with

increases by 0.5% in
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Cross-region Transfer Multipliers (Quantities) in the Full Model.

Panel B of Figure 3 presents impact transfer multipliers (quantities) in the full
NK model and neoclassical model. As foreshadowed in the results above, the
New Keynesian model predicts an increase in output initially by around 30c in
the dollar in response to a temporary transfer and increasing to around $1.1
in response to a permanent transfer. In contrast, the neoclassical model predicts a small fall in output in response to a temporary transfer (most of which
is saved), and a sizable fall in output by 50c in response to a $1 permanent
transfer (as households choose to spend some of their extra income on extra
leisure). Multipliers in the simple analytical model are quite similar, so long as
transfers are not too persistent (not shown). For low persistence transfers, the
size of the cross-region transfer multiplier is similar to the self-nanced component, and so the gains from federal nancing (the pure cross-region transfer

26Measured

labor income and measured GDP can be rewritten as Ŷmeas. ≈ (Ŷh + Pˆh ) and
ˆ
(W L)meas. ≈ (ŵh +Ŷh +Pˆh ) using (i) the fact that the home region is small (n ≈ 0) and in the
absence of aggregate shocks, foreign variables are almost constant; and (ii) the production
function is

Ŷh = L̂h

(hats denote deviations from steady state). In the neoclassical model,

home real product wages

ŵh

values of the Armington elasticity

θT

generate

model, and hence potentially larger increases in
to a transfer shock.

(WˆL)meas. = Ŷmeas. ≈ Yˆh + P̂h . Lower
larger movements in Pˆh in the neoclassical

are constant, and hence

measured labor income or GDP in response

However, the fact that I am calibrating to small regions within a

monetary union, rather than large countries, suggests a higher value of

θT

is appropriate.

NS argue that there is very little movement in the local CPI in response to local military
purchases, and (consequently) get similar results when they deate by either national or
state CPIs.
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1.5

A. Measured Multipliers
(Nominal in Cross-section)

B. GDP Multipliers
(Real Quantities)

1.27

Transfer Impact Multiplier

1.21

1.5
90-10pct
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state bus.
cycles
ρ=0.935

1

1

If ρ=0-0.5, NK
cross-region
transfer mult≈0.3

95% CI

0.5

0.5

0.49

0.42

0.41
0.31
0.28

0

0.31

0.26

Pure cross-region
transfer multiplier
(gains from federal financing)

0

0.01

0.01

Data

NK Model (Cross-Region)

NK Model (Cross-Region)

NK Model (Self-Financed)

Neoclassical Model (Cross-Region)

Neoclassical Model (Cross-Region)

-0.5
ρ=0 [WL]
(Temporary)

ρ=0 [GDP]
(Temporary)

ρ=1 [WL]
ρ= 0.5
(Permanent)

-0.5
0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

ρ= 1

Quarterly Persistence of Transfer (ρ)
Notes: This gure shows measures of transfer impact multipliers in model and data (y-axis)
against transfer policies with dierent rates of persistence (x axis). Panel A compares impact
multiplier estimates from the data (specication with controls from Table 2 (Temporary) and
Table 1 (Permanent), black squares) with cross-region transfer multipliers in the New Keynesian
(NK) model (blue diamonds) and neoclassical model (green triangles), measured in a comparable
way. The latter refers to the fact that these measured multipliers in the data are deated by
national rather than local prices, and so model estimates have to be constructed in the same way.
Error bars are 95% condence intervals (CIs). Panel B plots transfer impact multipliers from the
model in terms of quantities: NK model cross-region (blue), NK model self-nanced (red) and
neoclassical model cross-region (green). The shaded gray area is the persistence of asymmetric US
state-level business cycles (from Section 5.1), with the mean

ρ = 0.935

marked with a dotted line.

The gap between self-nanced and cross-region multipliers is the pure cross-region transfer
multiplier, which is the increase in multipliers when transfers are federally rather than locally
nanced.

Figure 3. Transfer Impact Multipliers (Data vs Models)

multiplier) are small.

As the transfer becomes more persistent, cross-region

transfer multipliers more than triple in size due to the larger pure cross-region
component (self-nanced multipliers go to zero).
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5. Some Implications
5.1.

Implications for Regional Stabilization. For more than 25 years,

commentators have argued that the US transfer union has helped to smooth
asymmetric business cycle shocks to GDP in dierent US statesand suggested that such a scal regime might be needed in the European Monetary
Union.

However, the strength of this argument depends on the size of the

cross-region transfer multipliers, which is why I am in a unique position to
shed light on this important policy question. To be clear, I am evaluating the
extent to which countercyclical net transfers can help stimulate GDP growth
in US states in recessions, which is distinct from the extent to which transfers
can help to provide regional consumption insurance (as in Asdrubali et al.
1996 and related literature).

27

Countercyclicality. The smoothing potential of transfers naturally rst
depends on how countercyclical they are. The regional literature surveyed in
the introduction and Appendix 2.2 suggests that the US tax-transfer system
generates around a 20- to 40-cents-on-the-dollar countercyclical net transfer to
state residents through automatic stabilizers (mostly on the tax side). That
is, when incomes in a state fall by $1, transfers increase or tax receipts fall by
roughly 30c. Hence I calibrate the Normalized Tax Change (using Auerbach
and Feenberg's 2000 terminology) to be

N T C = 0.3.

Cross-region transfer multipliers at business cycle frequencies US
state-level business cycles are neither perfectly temporary nor permanent, so
I use my calibrated model to convert the temporary and permanent estimated
cross-region multipliers to business cycle frequencies. The analysis in Appendix 5 suggests that the average persistence of asymmetric state-level business
cycles is

ρ = 0.935

(a half life of around 2.5 years), with the 90th10th per-

centile across states being

ρ =0.880.98

(half-life 1.4-8.5 years). This region

is shaded in Panel B of Figure 3. One can see that cross-region transfer multipliers only become large when the transfer is extremely close to permanent,
27

Farhi and Werning (2017) nd that it is optimal for transfers to be used for regional

countercyclical stimulus, even when there is complete consumption risk sharing. Relative to
their approach, my conclusions are disciplined by the size of estimated transfer multipliers,
and also by the size of countercyclical net transfers in the US tax-transfer system, which
might explain why I nd smaller benets of a transfer union.
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and so at business-cycle frequencies they must be closer to those of temporary
transfers. At mean persistence
is

MCR
T r =0.42

ρ = 0.935,

the cross-region transfer multiplier

(marked with a dotted line in Figure 3).

Even at the 90th

percentile of state-level persistence, the cross-region transfer multiplier is only
0.6 (0.37 and the 10% percentile).

The fraction smoothed

S

is the percentage reduction in the depth of a

regional idiosyncratic recession (or boom) due to countercyclical net transfers.

S = N T C × MT r /(1 + N T C × MT r ), where the
countercylical net transfer (N T C )× the relevant

This can be approximated by
numerator is the size of the

transfer multiplier (MT r ), and the denominator adjusts for the fact that as

GDP is smoothed, the size of the countercyclical transfer is reduced. Applying

N T C = 0.3

and

MT r = 0.42,

the fraction smoothed is

S = 11%.

Using al-

ternative values of persistence (from 10th and 90th percentiles across states),
the fraction smoothed ranges from

S = 10%

to

15%.

Hence, contrary to pop-

ular perceptions, the US transfer union may only provide modest benets in
terms of regional business cycle stabilization. These results are consistent with
the literature simulating modest smoothing benets from automatic stabilizers
through disposable income at the national level (Auerbach and Feenberg 2000,

28

McKay and Reis 2016).

Moreover, as the self-nanced transfer multiplier is around two-thirds of
the cross-region transfer multiplier at the relevant frequencies, a large share
of these benets is available to states if they are able to conduct a similar
debt-nanced countercyclical scal policy themselves.

29

The modest boost

to multipliers from federal nancing at business cycle frequencies is because
only Ricardian households respond dierently to cross-region and self-nanced
transfers (hand-to-mouth households spend both). But Ricardian households
save transfers at business cycle frequencies.

28In

simulations using the full NK model, the amount of short-term smoothing

S

is very

similar to the approximation used here (see Appendix 6.1). If anything, these smoothing
fractions are likely to be too optimistic, due to the measurement of countercyclicality in the
literature which often (i) includes intergovernmental transfers and (ii) is measured in terms
of personal income (which is smaller than GDP). See Appendix 2.2.

29While balanced budget rules do restrict the ability of most US states to run countercyclical
scal policy, in practice they are often less restrictive (Poterba 1994).

Unlike US states,

Canadian provinces have considerable scal freedom, which they...use to operate their own
counter-cyclical policy (Bayoumi and Mason 1995).
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5.2.

Implications for Aggregate Closed-economy Multipliers. This pa-

per focuses on transfer (and purchase) multipliers that aect a small state or
country in a monetary union, which are very dierent from aggregate closedeconomy transfer or purchase multipliers. In part, this dierence is because
cross-region multipliers dierence out the monetary policy and tax responses
that are key determinants of aggregate multipliers (Nakamura and Steinsson
2014).

But cross-region transfer multipliers in a New Keynesian model are

also strongly increasing in consumption home bias (α) and scal persistence

(ρ),

whereas these variables either do not aect aggregate transfer multipli-

ers or aect it with the opposite sign (respectively).
of hand-to-mouth households

ω

30

Moreover, the share

(for untargeted transfers) is always important

for aggregate transfer multipliers, but only important for less-persistent crossregion transfer multipliers. As such, even conditioning on a set of aggregate
monetary and tax policies, the mapping from empirical cross-region transfer
multipliers to aggregate transfer or purchase multipliers is far from one-to-one.
Nonetheless, one can use the empirical evidence presented in this paper to
distinguish between models, and then use the favored model to calculate aggregate multipliers. The discussion in Section 4.2 suggests that my empirical
evidence is best captured by a NK model with sticky wages and a share of
hand-to-mouth households. In that NK model, the aggregate present-value
AggP V
transfer multiplier MT r
is simply proportional to the aggregate presentAggP V
value purchase multiplier MG
, scaled by the fraction of transfers targeted
AggP V
V 31
at hand-to-mouth households ωT such that MT r
= ωT MAggP
.
ConsisG
tent with the ndings of NS, this type of model produces aggregate purchase
AggP V
multipliers MG
at business cycle frequencies that are small ( 1) when
monetary policy leans against the wind, but are large (>

1)

when monetary

policy is more accommodating (in this case, with a constant real interest rate).
My empirical estimates for one-o cross-region transfer multipliers are consistent with a modest share of hand-to-mouth households

30Aggregate

transfer multipliers are closer to self-nanced transfer multipliers: increasing

in the share of hand-to-mouth households

31Aggregate

ω , which also pins down

(ω),

and falling in persistence

(ρ).

transfers boost demand if they are spent, as well as possibly reducing the labor

supply of households receiving the transfer (see Giambattista and Pennings 2017). In this
paper, my labor market assumptions for sticky wage setting remove the second channel,
allowing me to focus on the eect of transfers on demand.
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the scaling factor for untargeted transfer multipliers (ωT = ω ). Hence my NK
AggP V
model produces large aggregate transfer multipliers (MT r
> 1) when mon-

etary policy is both accommodating and transfers are well targeted (ωT  ω ),
AggP V
modest multipliers MT r
≈ 1/2 for untargeted transfers when monetary
AggP V
policy is accommodating, and small transfer multipliers MT r
< 1/2 otherwise (see Appendix 6.2 for details).

However, given the dierences between

cross-region and aggregate transfer multipliers, these implications are more
suggestive than denitive, with more research being needed.

6. Conclusions
In this paper I investigate the size of the cross-region transfer multiplier
in the US, which is novel as this multiplier is conceptually dierent from the
MPC and other multipliers estimated in the literature, and relevant as transfers are the largest component of federal spending.

I nd that cross-region

transfers signicantly boost short-run growth in the states receiving them,
with impact multipliers around 0.3 for one-o transfers and 1.5 for permanent
transfers. The size of the multipliers can be roughly rationalized by a standard
New Keynesian model. That model, in turn, produces large aggregate closedeconomy purchase and targeted transfer multipliers when monetary policy is
accommodating, and small multipliers when monetary policy leans against
the wind.
My estimates of cross-region transfer multipliers inform the debate on the
ecacy of the US federal transfer union in smoothing regional shocks, and
the macroeconomic benets of scal centralization more broadly. Contrary to
commonly held perceptions, I nd that federal tax-transfer systems like those
in the US only smooth a modest fraction of asymmetric shocks to regional
GDP at business cycle frequencies, in part because the relevant multipliers
are not large.

However, this is not to say there might not be other cyclical

benets of federal scal systems.

For example, they might help to smooth

consumption or intergovernmental transfers might help prevent pro-cyclical
regional scal policy. Chodorow-Reich et al. (2012) (among others) have found
substantial regional multipliers on such intergovernmental transfers during the
38

Great Recession, though there are also papers nding smaller multipliers (see
Chodorow-Reich 2018 for a survey).

An online appendix with supplementary material is available here
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